
Characters D6 / B2EMO (Andor Family Droid)

Name: B2EMO

Product line: Groundmech

Class: Salvage assist unit

Gender: Masculine programming

Sensor color: Black

Plating color: Red

DEXTERITY 1D

         Dodge 3D, Melee Weapons 4D

KNOWLEDGE 1D

MECHANICAL 2D

        Communications 4D+1, Capital Ship Operation 3D, Space Transports 5D, Repulsorlift Operation 3D

PERCEPTION 1D

         Bargain 3D, Search 4D, Persuasion 3D+1

STRENGTH 1D

         Lifting 3D

TECHNICAL 2D

        Capital Ship Repair 4D, Computer Programming/Repair 4D, Space Transport Repair 5D,

Repulsorlift Repair 4D

Equipped With:

        Mechanum Wheels

        Retractable heavy grasper arm (lifting skill at 4D)

        Retractable fine work grasper arm

        Small electric arc welder (1D to 5D damage, 0.3 metre range)

        Small circular saw (4D damage, 0.3 metre range)

        Electro-shock prod (4D Damage)

        Video display screen

        Holographic projector/recorder

        Fire extinguisher

        Vocabulator

        Small (20cm. by 8 cm.) internal "cargo" area

        Some additional tools and equipment

Move: 6

Force Points: 1

Dark Side Points: 0

Character Points: 3

Size: 1 metre



Description: B2EMO, also known as Bee-two or Bee, was a groundmech salvage assist unit that served

the Andor family for years. The weary old droid used his many tools to tow scrap for members of the

human family, including Cassian Andor, who eventually went on to join the Rebel Alliance. B2EMO was

squat and boxy, a red machine with black sensors that used mechanum wheels to travel towards his

destinations.

Biography

B2EMO was a groundmech salvage assist unit who served with Maarva Andor and her husband Clem

Andor by 24 BBY. By 5 BBY, he still served Maarva and her adoptive son, Cassian Jeron Andor, on

Ferrix.

Personality and traits

B2EMO was an inquisitive droid, wanting to help Cassian in whatever way he could and being eager to

learn about his activities. He bantered with Andor on occasion and was willing to do him favors to help

cover up his dealings. When he and Maarva were detained by the Preox-Morlana authority, B2EMO was

prepared to lie and not give away Andor's location, who the soldiers were searching for. By 5 BBY, Bee

was experiencing malfunctions such as vocal stuttering and data lags.

Equipment

B2EMO was squat and boxy, a red machine with black sensors that used treads to travel towards its

destinations. He was equipped with an electro-shock prod, which he used for self-defense. 
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